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Overview

• Tiny House Dimensions: 20’ X 9’ (exterior to exterior)

• Ceiling Height: 6’-3”

• Loft Height: 3’-8”

• Front Door: 2’-4” X 6’-0”

• Urban Chic Style combined with outdoor elements

The concept for my design of this Tiny Home was keeping with the idea of an open space 
while also creating a multi-purpose environment for a recent college graduate. This student’s 

style was described as urban chic with an interest in the outdoors. The direction I took my 
design in, then, was simple and sleek with wood accents in as many places as possible. I also 
added brick veneer for the kitchen wall and a hanging potted plant to bring vegetation into 

the space. Since a multipurpose space was priority I made sure to add in some interesting and 

helpful features. The bed underneath a stage allowed for the space to feel so much more open, 
with high ceilings and a lot of natural light from the surrounding windows. I also made sure 

the table could be folded down or up to provide room for daily life as well as big enough to 
seat 2-4 individuals, allowing for welcome company. Lastly, I made sure to keep some sort of 
loft space for storage and/or extra seating and decided to use a sliding and detachable ladder 

for the client’s benefit.



Conceptual Board

Materials and Finishes: Inspiration:



• Schematic Design

– Bubble Diagrams

– Block Diagrams

– Loose Diagrams

– Final Diagrams

Design Process

• Study Models

• Drawings

– Elevations

– Perspectives

• Final Model
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SIDE NOTES

• The ladder is moveable, as stated in the beginning

• The table folds down to create more space in the kitchen/bed area, 
but folds up and secures to fit four people comfortable around it

• Recessed lighting is used throughout the home to keep the space 
feeling open and less crowded

• The barn doors on the bathroom and front door are used to create a 
more outdoors type feel and the wood chosen for the doors, trim, 
cabinets, etc. throughout the home is used to create a warm 
atmosphere to an often cold space when it comes to an urban chic 
home style.

• I chose only four smaller windows for this home, because it allowed 
me to use more space for other things; also, when thinking about 
lighting, it’s not always how many windows you have, but the 
placement of them, this is why I though very carefully about the 
placement of my four windows


